Instructions for Use

VAPOR TRAK® XYLENE MONITORS (8540)
Dosimeters for Personal and Area Monitoring for XYLENE Vapors.

1. Remove monitor from postage-paid mailer and foil pouches, retain packaging for step #8.
2. On Chain of Custody card inside mailer, record person/area to be monitored and START time (indicate AM/PM).
3. For personal monitoring, attach clip to employee near breathing zone (e.g. lapel, shirt pocket) for at least 15 mins. Up to 8 hrs.
4. For area monitoring, attach monitor to wall with clip or double-sided tape. For best results to evaluate potential for employee exposure, place monitor at height of 4 ½ - 5 ½ feet, corresponding to employee breathing zone when standing.
5. At the end of sampling period remove monitor from the person/area.
6. Record sampling STOP time (indicate AM/PM) on Chain of Custody card.
7. Complete all INFORMATION on Chain of Custody card and place back inside mailer.
8. Replace monitor in both foil pouches and postage-paid mailer. Ensure that the right monitor goes with the correct Chain of Custody card inside mailer.
9. For routine samples, use the postage-paid mailer. Analysis will be performed promptly and a written Laboratory Analysis Report sent immediately to you.
10. If quicker service is needed return monitor using an overnight delivery service.

EXPRESS TO: KEM MEDICAL PRODUCTS
5305 NW 35TH Terrace
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

After analysis is performed you will be emailed the results.

For assistance, call Kem Medical Products (800) 875-9028